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Theatre is about story telling. We can use our imaginations to make
stories with the things around us. You don’t need to start with a
story. Sometimes a story will grow as you create your set and props.
Sometimes it’s easier to start by adapting a favourite story or one you
have already written yourself.

Use this guide for ideas to
make a multi-sensory piece of
theatre for yourself and your
family. Ideas can be adapted
for parents and children of any
age, siblings working together
or older children on their own.
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You may choose to play yourself and be the only character in your story.
You can be the director of your play and create a
journey for other members of your family.
You can make other characters. Try using lego models, toys, figures you have drawn
or cut out from a magazine, a wooden spoon with a face on it, a sock puppet, or
even scrunched up newspaper on a piece of string to represent a dog on a lead.
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Your set can be as big or small as you want. You can use a whole room
as your stage or create a miniature story in a match-box.
Here are some ideas:

Make a sensory book. Fill an exercise book with textures such as
sandpaper, scraps of fabric, leaves, bubble-wrap or beads stuck down
with glue.
Make each page of your book a different scene in your journey.
Map your own sensory journey to explore by torch light or with
miniature figures. Use drawings or things you find in the park or garden.

Make a stage with a sheet on the floor.
Drape a sheet over two chairs to
make a screen and use a lamp or
a torch to light it from behind.
Make shadows with your hands or
make shadow puppets with cardboard
shapes on sticks or pencils.

Turn a lamp stand into a tree by
decorating it with cut out leaves.
Create a mini-world on a
chair seat. Make people and
scenery with newspaper.
Cover a table with a tablecloth or
piece of fabric, leaving two sides
open. Gather items to attach to
string and use tape to suspend
them from the underside of the
table. This could be strips of paper
or fabric, ribbon or feathers.
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Create a scene inside a shoe box, a cut-out cereal box or a large cardboard
box. This could be based on a favourite story, play, television show or topic
you are working on at school like outer space, under the sea, or a city.
Decorate the box with lots of different materials
and by suspending things from the top.

Make mobiles with colanders. Cut
shapes from card or a cereal box,
decorate with colours or textures
and suspend with string from a
colander. Make an underwater
or an outerspace scene with
the shapes you choose.

Make a marble run. Thread skewers
through the holes in a colander. Create
an action scene as you watch marbles
or stones chase each other through the
labyrinth of skewers.

Make a big square on the floor with masking tape to use as a stage.
Create a scene on the floor with masking tape – a city skyline
or a forest for example.
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Make a sensory umbrella. Gather
items to attach and suspend from
the spokes of an umbrella. This
could be strips of paper or fabric,
ribbon or feathers. Drape fairy
lights around the pole and ribs.
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Make shadow puppets. Cut out shapes from card and stick them to
lollipop sticks or pencils. Hold the puppet between a torch and a wall and
see the shadows it creates. For a different approach to story time, you
could create the characters from your favourite stories in puppet form.
Make rocks from scrunched up newspaper. Cover tennis
balls or beach balls with different textures.
Make scent bags. Fill small organza bags or socks (clean ones!) with
herbs and spices such as cinnamon, cardamom, thyme, lavender, vanilla
pods or even citrus fruit peel. Use cotton wool to soak up scents if using
essences or liquid smells. You could hang these in your sensory umbrella.

Create theatre rituals: Count to bring lights on and off,
spin at the beginning and end of your stories.
Use your hands to mime opening and shutting a book. As
your imaginary book opens, mime or make the sounds
of different story genres – laughing for comedy, crying
for tragedy, frightened or scary faces for horror.
Improvise with everyday objects: Imagine a ball or a spoon becomes
heavy, hot or cold or that it changes your emotions or transforms
you when you hold it. Laugh, cry or become angry as you pick
it up or move around in different styles when you are carrying
it. Try moving in slow motion or in an angry or wobbly way.
Create improvisations with a colander: Turn it into a hat and put it on your
head, cuddle it like a baby or imagine it’s an alien or a dog and stroke it.
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Light up your set with a bed side lamp.
Use a phone torch to travel round your set.
Make a light show. In a dark room shine a torch through
a colander to make moon beams and shadows.
Change the atmosphere by counting
to switch lights on and off.

Make head bands with newspaper.
Cut holes for heads and arms to
make a tunic from a bin bag.

Make drum rolls with spoons on saucepans or boxes.
Create sound effects by rustling cereal box liners,
crisp packets, or paper.
Create a rhythm with shakers made from plastic bottles
filled with pebbles.
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Tin Foil:

Great for stars
and space
themed scenes

Plastic bottles:
Cling Film:

mess-free water

part-filled with stones
or beads make
great shakers

Egg boxes/
yoghurt pots/
plastic plant
pots:

Plastic bags:

cut into thin strips create
a softer texture, great
for making pom poms

make great
mountains if turned
upside down.

Sweet
Wrappers:

the coloured plastic
ones can change
the colour of your
torchlight
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Crisp packets:

wash and turn inside
out and use as a
great alternative
to tin foil

Tin cans:

empty, clean and
free from sharp
edges make
great drums and
portable lanterns
with fairy lights

Buttons
and string:

make great eyes
and hair on puppets

Toilet roll tubes:
Wooden
barbecue
skewers/
lollipop sticks:
make great fences
and wood effects

are ready made
tunnels and make
great tree trunks.
Two stuck together
make a great pair
of binoculars for
an explorer
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Cotton wool:

makes soft and fluffy
clouds (or fluffy snow)

Boxes/
plastic bottles:
with squares stuck
on would make a
great cityscape
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Elastic bands:

stretched over an
empty tin can or
box without a lid are
great for making a
basic guitar

A box
with a lid:

could make a great
treasure chest

Glass jars:

filled with water and
some plastic fish/plants
make an ever lasting
aquarium

Old CDs/DVDs:
a safe alternative to
mirrors

Newspaper:

rolled up creates a
pipe that is strong
enough to build with.
It’s worth collecting free
magazines and papers
for images to cut out
and decorate your set

Fairy lights
in a plastic bottle:

Make great lanterns. Tie
a string loop around the
bottle-neck to swing it. Use
different coloured bottles
or wrap with coloured
paper to make different
lighting effects.

Leaves
and twigs:

recreate a garden
or a jungle indoors
or in a box

Straws:

cut into short lengths
and threaded onto
string or wool are a
great alternatives
for beads

A hole punch
and paper:

white paper makes
snow, blue paper
makes rain, multi
coloured paper
makes confetti
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Have Fun!

Please send us photos
@BarbicanCentre
#BringingTheatreHome
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For more information,
contact by email:
paula@m-set.org.uk
Twitter:
@MSETarts
or visit:
www.m-set.org.uk
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